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appropriate a few furrows from it. It is ultimately
sold, one of the peasants is the purchaser, and a lawsuit
is brought by the other over a corner of it. The
consequence is that both men, obsessed by a grim
and dogged hostility to each other, are ruined : one
becomes an innkeeper in the town; the other goes
slowly but surely downwards on his field. The son
and daughter of this rustic Montague and Capulet,
Sail and Vrenchen, have played together as children;
they come together again as lovers. Vrenchen's
father discovers her one day with Sali, and in the
stormy scene which follows, the latter, in defence of
the girl, wounds her father so seriously with a stone
that he becomes an imbecile. The prospects of their
union are now completely destroyed. The house
on the acre is sold over Vrenchen's head, and one
Sunday, she and her lover dress themselves up in
their best, and set out across the country to have
one last day of complete happiness before they part.
The description of this Sunday, of their gradual
envelopment by that merciless love, which, even with
these simple children of the soil, " a nullo amato amar
perdona ", is one of the subtlest and most delicate
in modern literature. None of the great tragic poets
has followed out with a firmer hand the behests of an
implacable moral (Wy/oy, or conceived a situation
more full of tragic pity than when, in the chill dawn
of the autumn morning, the two lovers slip from the
drifting hay-barge into the river, in a last embrace.
Well might Paul Heyse, on the strength of this story,
hail Keller as " the Shakespeare of the Novelle! "
The introduction of the touch of Romantic fantastry
in the " black fiddler"—a legacy possibly from
E. T. A. Hoffmann—is a little out of keeping with the
realism of the picture; for it is just in its bed-rock
veracity that Keller's art makes its overwhelming
appeal. Here he stands out as the legitimate successor
of the first European master of the " peasant-novel,"
Jeremias Gotthelf, of whom our own Ruskin was so

